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response that most accurately reflects your position on the following issues. Thank you.
(S = Support; O = Oppose)

1. Allowing parents to use tax credits, or empowerment scholarship accounts to enable
children to attend any public, private, or home school.

2. Legalizing physician-assisted suicide.

3. Requiring hospitals to check if their patients are citizens or in this country legally.

4. Amending the United States Constitution to define marriage as the union of one man and s-*?.
one woman. ( S ) O

5 Providing abortion providers with government funding. /-"•"
S (O

6. Placing a moratorium on the death penalty.

7. Making the presence of undocumented immigrants in Arizona a state crime.

8. Mandating healthcare providers to facilitate the distribution of "emergency contraception" ^~~^
(i.e., morning after pills). S

9. Providing an inflationary increase for the charitable organization tax credit which benefits ^\s serving the working poor. / S ) O

10. Exploring a temporary guest worker program for foreign workers to those Arizona employers f—v
experiencing a labor shortage. ' S ) O
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3. While I don't believe anyone should be denied care in a real
emergency, I support reasonable efforts to establish the facts of
illegal immigration and its consequences for Arizona. Every year,
Arizonans pay hundreds of millions of dollars to cover the cost of
medical care for illegal immigrants. The public has a right to know
how those tax dollars are spent, and for whose benefit, and no
obligation of charity prevents us from finding the answers.

10. We already have a guest worker program in this country, which
support.


